"The plant-based proteins market is growing with no signs of slowing. The challenge moving forward will be for brands to find ways to please consumers with vastly different dietary and taste preferences. The majority of consumers report no specific dietary restrictions and are most focused on taste over specific ingredients if selecting a plant-based protein option."

Karen Formanski, Health and Wellness Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Specialized diets create challenges
- Avoidance of soy, gluten remain obstacles
- Protein opinions are complicated
- Innovations should combine health and taste
- Many reasons for avoiding animal products
- Women, parents are key demographics

The plant-based proteins market is growing, despite the fact that the vast majority of consumers still include meat and other animal products in their diets. Consumers seeking to reduce meat intake or simply add more plant-based foods to their diet do so for a number of reasons – from health concerns to environmental and ethical factors. However, the industry is challenged to please consumers with varied demands ranging from minimally processed options, substitutes that closely mimic the taste and texture of meat, and products that fit within strict dietary guidelines (e.g., paleo/keto). Brands that offer options to please a number of palates will have the most success moving forward.
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**Dietary Preferences and Guidelines**

*Most consumers still crave meat*
  - Figure 22: Dietary preferences, February 2019

*Younger consumers most likely to avoid animal products*
  - Figure 23: Dietary preferences – Vegetarian and vegan, by age, February 2019
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*Consumers seek more plant-based foods*
  - Figure 28: Dietary motivations, February 2019
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*Meat eaters looking to add more plants*
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  - Figure 32: Reasons for avoiding animal products, by age, February 2019
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*Well-known sources most approachable*
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*Familiar foods gateway to plant-based proteins*
  - Figure 37: Preferred plant-based protein food, February 2019
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*Parents seek plant-based proteins in family-friendly foods*
Protein Considerations

- Protein desired, considered a healthy option
- More protein education is needed
- Those seeking plant foods are more focused on protein

Attitudes toward Plant-based Proteins

- Consumer perspective on protein is complex
- Opportunities and challenges across age groups
- Most men still think meat is tops for protein
- Soy continues to have image issues
- Majority want more plant-based options when eating out
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